
TIte~o( .. ~ 
CIon ff*wed by mopefIc teptmnIon 
pnwIdes 0 new deinldnr process 
strcnerY thot should hove slrnlflcant 
/mpoct on the office poper recycling 
industry. Agglomeration and magnetic 
deinking consist o( agglomeration o( 
magnetic and nonmagnetic toner par
ticles to generate magnetic agglomer
ates that magnetic separation can 
remove. Single-stage. wet, high-inten
sity magnetic separation can achieve 
dirt removal of 91 % and (tber recov
ery of 93% (rom office paper (ur
nishes. 

Application: 

Toner agglomeration with magnetic 
separation is an effective deinking 
process strategy for recycling of office 
paper. 

M
AGNETIC DEINKING OF OFFICE 

paper (OP) is a promising 
technology t()r the pro
duction of high quality 

secondary tlher.The technique is pos
sible hecause a signit1cant portion of 
the toner in OP furnish has a mag
netic character. Toner magnetic sus
ceptibility can vary from weakly para
magnetic to ferromagnetic depending 
on the iron oxide content of the toner 
particles. The amount of iron oxide in 
toners varies. It can contain as much 
as 65% by weight (1) depending on 
the type of image development 
process used by electrophotography 
machines (2). 

Previous work (3) has shown that 
wet. high-intensity magnetic separa
tion (WHIMS) can successfully 
remove toner with at least a paramag
netic character from OP furnish. 
Achieving dirt removal of 97% in two 
stages is possible for a furnish made 
from OP containing toner with 3<Y'!', 
iron oxide. Sinmlt,mcously. fiber loss is 
less (lower than 5%) than that 
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;tehk'H'd with til(' c.:ollH:ntionai t(:(:h-
1101t)).Iil·S of flotation ami \\'ashing 
(2()" .. - .. r';",,).Thb is a rt'markahk result 
wlll'1\ c()11Ip:m:tl with the eOIlVl~n

tiollal t\cinkitll-\ procl'ss. To achit'vc 
the S:tlllt' (.'''\('111 of dirt removal. that 
pron'ss must han.' many stal-\cs of 
flotation. washing. or both. In prat'
tice. tht.' r(.'cyding industry mllst deal 
with many difl(.'l'('nt sources of OI~ 
This 01' varies eonsidcmbly in toner 
magnt'tic character. At first glance, the 
USt' of magnetic separation would 
therd()re seem to have limited usc for 
the OP recycling industry. 

Magnetic separation can combine 
with notation to treat mixed OP.This 
comhination can achieve dirt removal 
of 92.7% CV. Although these results 
seem reasonable, achieving complete 
toner removal by magnetic separation 
alone would be more desirable.This is 
because magnetic deinking not only 
produces a high quality cellulose 
product but also improves the fiber 
recovery (3,4). 

Magnetic deinkiog is possible by 
agglomeration of the magnetic and 
nonmagnetic toner particles. If the 
agglomerates have sufficient mag
netic susceptihility-being at least 
paramagnetic, removing them by 
WHIMS should be possible. This elim
inates the need for notation, washing, 
or both. This work examines agglom
eration and magnetic deinking to 
determine its potential use as a 
process strategy for the OP recycling 
industry. 

TONER AGGLOMERATION 
loner agglomeration can occllr in 
many ways depending on the particu-

tar application. For magneti(: separa
tion where the aggregates must stay 
in a slaW of agitation, the aggregates 
must exhibit good stability and 
remain intact during the cntire sepa
mtion process. Eff1cient agglomera
tion is possible here using an inunis
Lible liquid or bridging agent to form 
strong and dense agglomerates selec
tively while the cellulose fihers 
remain in a dispersed state. 

Immiscible liquid agglomeration 
involves the addition of a bridging 
agent that preferentially wets the 
toner particles and causes adhesion 
by capillary forces. This method 
depends on the amount of bridging 
liquid added to a particulate suspen
sion as Fig. 1 shows. At low levels of 
immiscible liquid, only pendular 
bridges connect the particles. This 
forms an unconsolidated noc struc
ture.As liquid bridging becomes more 
extensive, the funicular region is 
reached, and the flocs consolidate 
moderately. When the amount of 
bridging liquid increases even more, 
the agglomerates eventually grow and 
reach maximum strength and 
sphericity in the capillary region. 
Beyond this region, the bridging liq
uid is in excess, and the solids are 
essentially dispersed into bridging liq
uid drops (5). 

Many bridging liquids can agglom
erate toner particles. Kerosene and n
heptane (6, 7) promote the agglom
eration of toner particles, but the 
agglomemtes are weak. The presence 
of highly sized fibers and starch dis
rupts the process. Snyder et al. (8) 
recentlv found that the inhibition of 
toner-~il agglomcmtion by starch 
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liquid 

relates to its adsorption at oil and 
toner particle interfaces to generate 
steric layers that cause repulsion on 
close approach. 

Etfective bridging agents (9, lO) 

reported to agglomerate toner parti
cles are the saturated aliphatiC pri
mary alcohols commonly called fatty 
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2. General principle of WHIMS 

alcohols. The principle of toner 
agglomeration by fatty alcohols is 
approximately similar to agglomt:m
tion by n-heptane. The long chain 
alcohols and n-heptane are insoluble 
in water. At room temperature, the 
alcohols are in a solid state. Heating 
the op furnish to a temperature a few 
degrees above the melting point (MP) 
of the fatty alcohol is therefore neces
sary to liquefy the alcohol. In the liq
uid state, the alcohol wets the toner 
particles that then become coated 
with the alcohol. When such toner 
particles collide, the alcohol holds the 
toner particles together by forming a 
liquid bridge between them. The 
process continues until many toner 
particles collect into a large agglom
erate. Such an agglomerate might be 1 
em or more in di:mleter.After agglom
eration, the furnish must undergo 
quenching. The cooling of the op fur
lllSh produces soliditlcation of the 
toner agglomerates. Tlus strengthens 
the bonding between toner and alco
hol and densities the agglomerate. 
Cooling of the agglomerates is the 
basis for the efficiency of the fatty 
alcohol agglomeration process. 

The selection of fatty alcohols for 
use in toner agglomeration depends 

011 the toner soth.'ning point. ('sllal1y. 
the sot"tt:ning P( lint is ,;W< :--0°(:. For 
this temperatur<.' range. thl' appropri
ate fatty alcohols are those with a car
bon chain length of I 1-] H carhons. 
Small et til. (J J) investigated wnl:r 
agglomeration with and without the 
addition of a fatty alcohol, I .. octadl.:
canol (C

1H
H

3H
O), at a temperature of 

85°C.They observed that agglomera
tion of toner particles without the 
presence of the alcohol led to forma
tion of weak agglomerates. The shape 
of the individual toner particles was 
still apparent, but they had slightly 
rounded edges. With the addition of 1-
octadecanol (MP 60°(;), the toner par
ticles agglomerated into a distinctly 
spherical shape. 

Deinking surfactants also have usc 
as bridging agents (12-14). 1110se 
having an admixture of nonionic sur
factants and alcohols are especially 
effective. Due to the presence of alco
hols, this type of reagent promotes 
the agglomeration of toner particles 
(15,16). 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Material 

Commercial toners with iron oxide 
content varying from 0%-5':;'1" by 
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CommercIal 
toners 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

Iron oxide, " 

0.0 
<10 
15·20 
25·30 
30·40 
40·45 
45-50 

Specific (mass) 
rngnetic susceptibility, 
m'Ik, x 10-' 

14 
35276 
104790 
123085 
174272 
205001 
282005 

Magnetic susceptibility 

Weakly paramagnetic 
Paramagnetic 
Ferromagnetic 
Ferromagnetic 
Ferromagnetic 
Ferromagnetic 
Ferromagnetic 

I. Magnetic susceptibility of commercial toners 

BrId"n, reaaent 

Primary alcohol 
I·Octadccanol 

Av ...... 
aafom .... te 
IIze,,,", 

66,S 
120,5 

II.Average agglomerate size 

wl'i~ht \wr<.' l'xalllirK'd lilt· Illa~ndi<.' 
susn'ptihiJity and a~gl()nll'ration 

Iwhavior. Table I lists thl'se toners, 
TIll' d'lkil'IlCY ()f tOiler aggloml'ra· 

tion rdil's Oil thl' appmpriatl' choil'l' 
of a hridging liquid, Table n shows thl' 
two typl'S of bridging liquid inn:sti· 
gatl'd-col11ml't'l'ial surt:lctant and 
purl' hltt}" alcohol. The commercial 
suri:lctant was a primary a\cohol.This 
surtllctant was sl'it.'ctl'd hl'GlUSl' it can 
prom( )te agglomeration of toner parti· 
cles ( J").The t:ltty alcohol used was ). 
octade<.:anol. 

The OP furnish prepared at the 
llnivcrsity of Utah contained 50% 
paper copied in a commercial photo
graphic machine and 50% paper 
printed by a commercial laser printer. 
The photocopy machine uses a toner 
with 0% iron oxide, and the laser 
printer uses a toner with 30% iron 
oxide. For each machine. the same 
text was fully printed on one side of 
the paper. Suffkient copies were 
made as necessary to prepare the OP 
furnish. 

Magnetic susceptibility 
A commercially available susceptome
ter using the alternating current 
method measured the magnetic sus
ceptibilities of the commercial toners. 
The sllsceptomcter has high accuracy 
and a rapid measuring rate. It can 
determine magnetic susceptibility of 
materials that range from diamagnetic 
to ferromagnetic. The measurements 
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3. Separation of toner particles by WHIMS with ferromagnetic matrix of steel balls 

19 mm in diameter 

yield units normalized to mass mag
netic susceptibility. 

WHIMS 
A commercially available batch type 
WHIMS separated magnetic toners 
from nonmagnetic cellulose fibers. 
The principle of operation is available 
in the literature (18, 19) and is illus
trated in Fig. 2. The pulp is fed into 
the chamber containing a ferromag
netic matrix (steel balls) in-place with 
coil current at the desired setting. 
Magnetic material is retained in the 
chamber after flushing with water, 
and nonmagnetic material is washed 
through the chamber. The magnetic 
fraction can then be washed from the 
ferromagnetic matrix after turning off 
the coil current. 

The WHIMS unit was operated 
with soft iron balls of a 19-mm diam
eter. The pulped wastepaper was fed 

continually into the WHIMS at a con
sistency of 1 %. The magnetic fraction 
(toner particles) and a nonmagnetic 
fraction (cellulose fibers) were 
collected, filtered, and stored for 
analysiS. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Toner particles 

Table I shows the specitic (mass) 
magnetic susceptibilities of the com
mercial toners. The table shows that 
magnetic susceptibility progressively 
increases as the content of iron 
oxide increases. For magnetic separa
tion in a high gf'.ldient field, toners 
with at least 10% iron oxide have suf
ficient magnetic character for mag
netic separation. 

To study the behavior of toner par
ticles in the WHIMS, two toners were 
selected to represent the toners nor-



mally t(mnd in OP furnish. One was a 
commercially availablc llonmagnl'tic 
toner used in copy machines. Thl' 
other was a commcrcially availahk 
magnetic toner frequently uSl'd in 
last'r printers. 

Figure 3 shows the weight rn'O\'
l'ry of these toners VS, appli<:d mag
netic field, Due to the ditkrl'nce in 
magnetic susceptibility bctwel'n 
these toners, the weight recovery of a 
magnetic toner C';O'J{. iron oxide) is 
greater than that of a nonmagnetic 
toner (0'% iron oxide), The results 
dearly show that agglomeration is 
necessary to remove both magnetic 
and nonmagnetic toner particles by 
WHIMS, 

Toner-only agglomeration 
studies 

For magnetic deinking, toner agglom
erates must have sufficient magnetic 
character for successful removal from 
the nonmagnetic cellulose fiber, At 
least a paramagnetic state is necessary 
to overcome the drag and gravita
tional forces (competing forces) that 
act against the magnetic force during 
magnetic separation, 

During the process of agglomera
tion, toners of different magnetic 
character are randomly assembled, 
The magnetic susceptibilities of the 
agglomerates will therefore depend 
on the combination of the individual 
toner particles in the agglomerate, In 
other words, many strongly magnetic 
toner particles must be present in 
each agglomerate to give that 
agglomerate at least a paramagnetic 
character, 

To estimate the magnetic suscepti
bility of an agglomerate. a theoretical 
calculation was made for an agglom
erate composed of nonmagnetic (O'}i) 

iron oxide) and magnetic (30"'0 iron 
Oxide) toner particles, Table ill shows 
the theoretical magnetic susceptibil
ity of toner agglomerates, The results 
show that the agglomerates become 
richer in magnetic toner as the mag
netic susceptibility of the agglomerate 
increases, 

~.~ 
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prl'dicted hy 
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III, Theoretical magnetiC susceptibility for toner agglomerates 

comparing till' I()rn's that at't Oil 

aggloml.:ratl's during WillMS Sl'pal':\
tion, Figure 4 shows the rl'slIlt:. Ii)!' 
agglomerates of difl<:f(.'nt t OIwr l'! 1I11-

position-mixturl's of lllagllt'til.:, ,iO"" 

iron oxide, and nonmagnltic tOlle:r 
particles-passing through a thl'orl'ti
cal magnetic field induction of 2T at a 
velocity 0,1 m/s with the Held gradi
ent generated by a matched stl'c1 hall 
matrix, For typical agglomerates 
greater than I mm. the results show 
that the magnetic force should 
exceed the drag and gravitational 
forces for agglomerates containing at 
least 20% magnetic toner, In other 
words, achieving the removal of 
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l'rs, 'Ii> obsl'rw tIll' individual 10lW1' 

part kks. t IH.' agglollll'rat iOIl wa.., 
madc.' in the fllnit'ular ..,1;Ut', TIlt' 
aggloml.'r:tll:s we:rt' slIh..,l'qUl'!lt Iy Illl'a· 
slIn:d by SEM,Figure 5 ..,hO\\,s lhl' SE:\l 
piclllrl' or a typkal aggl()l1lc:ratl' \\'ith 
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toner particles having a rough surhlce 
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4, Plot of magnetic force and drag force vs. agglomerate particle size for agglomerates 

flowing through the steel ball matrix in a magnetic field of 2T at an interstitial velocity 

0,1 m/s (Agglomerate composition is numerical percentage of magnetic toner particles 

containing 30% iron oxide) 
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5. Funicular state of toner portlc/es agglomerate with 0% iron 

oxide content (smooth surface) and 30% Iron oxide content 
(rough surface) with agglomeration at 72 CC with primary alcohol 

n:prt'st'nt tht· m;t~l1t'tit· tolll:rs.The agglonu:ratioo of mag
netic with l1onmagnt·tk tOl1l'r particles is l'Vidl'nt. On this 
hasb. tOiler aggloll1l'ration ;l11d magnt'tic ddnking should 
ht' possihk. 

Agglomeration and magnetic deinking 0 + OP 
furnish 
Fl.gw:e 6 shows the results tbr a single-stage WHIS for 

furnish in Which the toner particles were agglomerated. In 
these t'xperiments, agglomeration with primary alcohol 

OPfumish 

1 
WHIMS I I 

I Nonmagnetic product 
(cellulose fiber) 

Magnetic product 
(toner) 

provides dirt rt'moval of H2.,3%. Agglomeration with 1-
Ilt·tadecanol gives dirt removal of 90.H'.';,. In both Cl'iCS . 

• Igglonwr.ttion docs improve removal of toner part ides 
with a gain of almost ·iO'!" in dirt removal.'I11t' libel' \o"t in 
hoth agglomer.ltioll experiments was approximately -" ... 

Wt' investigated the effect of differc.:nt hridging 
relgt'm" on agglomer.ue size. f()rm. and structure.nhll' II 
shows tht' averagt' agg\omemte size ti)r hoth brkl~in~ 
rc:agt·nts.The primary alcohol genemtes smaller agglomer
ates than the I-octadecanol. Figures 7 and 8 show tht, same: 
rt'sults fbrSEM examination. The reason ti)r this behavior 
might he tht, melting point of the hridging reagt'nts. 1-
octadeclIlol has a melting point of 60°<:'The primary ako
hoi has a mcltin~ point of 9.4°<:. Atter quenching. the: pri· 
mary akohol there/em: remains in the liquid state. 'I11is 
prohahly accounts fbI' the weaker agglomer.ltes. 'Ib vt·rit)· 
this statement. additional experiments used a high molec
ular weight surtllctant with a melting point of ,3";0<:. With 
this material. the average agglomerate size increased and 
dirt removal improved. These results therefore suggest that 
the solidification of the bridging liquid after quenching 
plays a major role in toner agglomeration and magnetic 
separation eff1ciency. 

Besides information regarding particle size. SEM pro
vides information about the form and stmcture of the 
agglomemtes. Figures 6 and 7 show that the agglomerates 
have a well-defined spherical shape. This means that the 
agglomeration occurred between the capillary and liquid 
drop states. The toner agglomerates also contain some 

fiber and ftller particles. 

Furnish Dirt removal* 

Recent work has reported char
acterization of the rate and extent of 
consumption of l-octadecanol by dif
ferent components of the op furnish, 
e.g., toner; fiber and filler (calcium 
carbonate, CaC0

3
) (20).These experi

ments showed that fibers and espe
cially filler particles both consume the 
l-octadecanol. The presence of filler 
particles in the agglomerates should 
not hurt the magnetic separation 
process if the agglomerates maintain 
sufficient magnetic character. 
Removal by agglomeration and mag
netic separation of toners and filler 
particles is beneficial. The real con
cern is the locking of the fibers in the 
agglomerates that represents a fiber 
loss. Fortunately in these experiments, 
the extent of fiber distribution in the 
agglomerates is not significant. 

Dispersed toner (no reagent) 51.0% 
Agglomerated toner (primary alcohol- 2% dry fiber) 82.3% 
Agglomerated toner (I-octadecanol- 2% dry fiber) 90.8% 

*Dirt removal = 100 (I _ Handsheetarea covered by ink after treatment ) 
Handsheet area covered by ink before treatment 

6. Single state WHIMS for office paper (50% laser printer + 50% photocopy) with ferro
magnetic matrix, 19 mm steel balls, and a magnetic field of 0.3 T 
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INDUSTRIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Agglomt'ralion and magm.'lic ddnk· 
ing .11'<.' currently tt'dmkally SlII.'l'ess· 
ful at the lahoratory scalt .. SC;lling to 
an industrial lnd will n.:quin' addi
tional study to optimize till' total (.'1.'0-

l1omks. Factors slK'h as t'nt'rgy om
slimption, availahility, and till' size of 
the ma<.:hint' per unit mass of matt'rial 
trettt'd (Slx'Cilk capacity) rt'quirt' 
mnsideration. Notl' also that difti..'rl'nt 
st'parators will give ditkrt'nt sl'para
lion dlkiencies. Consequently, an 
il1<.:orn:<.:t choke can sev<:rdy inl1u-

7, Toner agglomerates produced with l-octadecanol from OP fumlsh 

t'nl'C thc l'<.:onomics and the effkient'}" of thl' magnl'til' 
separation. For a realistic cost estimate, pilot plant trials arl' 
I1l'cl'ssary.A detailed dl'scription of the l'conomks of mag
nl'tic separation is heyond the scope of thi:; paper. 

Magnetic separation has extensive lise in inuustri:11 
applications. In the production of final day products sllch 
as kaolin for example, WHIMS has use for the removal of 
contaminants to meet brightness specifications for the 
kaolin filler and coating products.These kaolin plants have 
a capacity of 160-400 gal/min and an average energy con
sumption corresponding to a cost of lJS$ O.0017/gal. 
Today, the kaolin industry is substituting WHIMS with a 
superconducting technology that provides a Significant 
reduction in power rating from 400 kW to less than lOkW 
(21J.As a result, the energy cost for brightening the fmal 
kaolin product becomes almost inSignificant. Especially for 
energy consumption, a careful study is therefore necessary 
for the proper design and selection of magnetic separator 
eqUipment for recycling mills. 

Justification for the replacement of conventional sepa
ration technologies with magnetic separation may seem 
difficult. This possibility should not be dismissed because 
of the superior quality of the secondary fiber product that 
can occur with agglomeration and magnetic deioking.The 
use of agglomeration and magnetic deioking not only 
improves the ink removal but also significantly reduces the 
amount of fiber loss to less than 5%. Another important 
aspect for consideration is that magnetic deioking can 
operate at high consistency. For instance, experiments 
showed the possibility to operate a ball matrix WHIMS at a 
conSistency up to 2%. For consistency higher than 2%, the 
fiber loss increases due to entrapment of cellulose fiber 
between the balls. Note that the WHIMS used in these 
experiments was designed for mineral particles. Achieving 
a better separation at consistency close to 3% should be 
possible if an advanced design for the magnetic separator 
can be developed to tit the characteristics of the OP fur
nish. Operating at high consistency will improve capacity 
and provide a higher recovery rate of cellulose fibers. 

8, Toner agglomerates produced with primary alcohol from OP 
fumish 

In a conventional deinking process, the furnish must 
undergo different unit operations to achieve reasonahle 
ink removal.This is because most deinking techniques arc 
limited regarding ink particle size. Washing is more effec
tive for the removal of ink particles smaller than 20 jlm. 
and flotation gives optimum ink removal for ink particles 
of 10-100 jlm (22 J. Centrifugal cleaners are most efficient 
on particles of 80-300 jlm (22, 23). Particle size is also an 
important factor in magnetic separdtion. The optimum 
particle size range for magnetic deinking will depend on 
the type of separator, the magnetic susceptibility of the 
toners, and competing forces present in the separdtion 
chamber. For WHIMS, the particle size range can be 
0.1-1000 jlm (18) depending on the magnetic suscepti
bility of the toner particles. This work did not determine 
the optimal particle size range.Agglomenltion can control 
the toner particle size to optimize sepamtion efficiency. 

Scaleup of agglomeration and magnetic deinking to an 
industrial level will require design of a system to fit the 
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IInilful' IC:alllrl's of ()J> furnish. Careful considl'mtion of sav
in~s in Glpi!;ll ;lnll ()pl'r .. lin~ <:osts ami improved sepamtion 
dlkil'IK~' will Illak<: ma~netk th.'inkin~ a promising 
pre It't'SS alterna! in'. 

CONCLUSION 
'lill1l'rs with at leN 10";, iron oxidt' art' suflidl'ntly pam
maglll'Ii<.· Ij,r sl'paralilln hy WillMS. Cait'ulmions from first 
prim:iplc slI~gl'st that agglomeratl's containing at least 20'K, 
l\Ia~nl'tic lonl'rs art' nel'l'ssary 1(lr an d'1it'ient sepamtion, 

M;lglwtit' ddnking is successful to remove magnetic 
and nOlll1lagnl'tic toll(:rs hy appropriat<: agglomemtion of 
Ihl' lollc:r parlidl"s. Alkr agglollll'I1L1ion, a single-stage dirt 
rt"lllo"al of almost I) I '~i, is possibk by WillMS with a tiher 
loss around 7'K" Such a process should have industrial sig
nilkann' and could diminate the need '()r l'xtensivc nota
tion, washing. or hoth in the treatmcnt of OP furnishcs,TJ 
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